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Witha schematic
in hand,w€wereready
to determine
if wecouldactually
build
ourhalf-length
SMTmemory
board.
First,we needed
to selectSMD
equivalents
of theoriginal
full-length
board's
components
andthentry these
partsoutfor sizeon theshortboard's
formfactor.
?

After AST Researchsupplied
us with the necessaryengrneering documentationfor its
IBM PC-compatibleEEMS
memory card, we began our
searchfor SMD equivalents
of the board's through-hole
components.The successof
our project-shrinking the
board fi'om a l3x4.2-in. full-

length version to a 5 x4.2-in.
half-length version-would
depend on how many of the
componentswe could find in
SMT versions.
BecauseSMD availability
is likely to remain spotty for a
few years, you should try to
find several alternatives for
each componentyou select.

StevenH Leibson, RegionalEditor
lllustration
by Michael
Young
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Alternatives include pin- and
function-compatible devices from
different manufacturers, equivalent parts from similar device
families (for example,74LS, 74S,
74HC, and 74F families), and
superset-compatibleparts (for example, you might use a Zkx8-bit
memory to replace a lkx8-bit
part). Moreover, consider implementing dual or merged pc-board
pad patterns that acceptdifferent
SMD packagetypes for the same
componentlocation.
A reference like the $585 Srnface Mounting Directmy from D
Brown Associates can help you
locate the SMD equivalents you
need for your conversion.Such a
reference also aids you in finding
multiple sources and alternate
parts. The D Brown Associates'
directory lists more than 30,000
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active and passive SMDs and includes outline drawings of more
than 600 SMD packages.
Breakthe probleminto pieces
For our SMT conversion, we
divided the Rampage! circuitry
into two sections: the 2M-byte
RAM array and the memory-control circuitry. Becausethe memory array consumesapproximately
60Voof the original board's real
estate, we thought it would be
prudent to deal with the SMT
conversionof that section first.

After we made our selection for
the memory components, we
would know how much room remained for the control circuits.
We clearly wouldn't meet our
spacerequirements using 256kbit dynamic RAMs in DIPs. The
DlP-memory array on the original board requires more real estate than is available on our entire half-length board. We
considered lM-bit DRAMs in
DIPs. That solution would easily
frt on our board as two rows of
nine chips each,leaving plenty of
room for the control circuitry.
However lM-bit dynamic RAMs
were (and still are) far too expensive, costing about $50per chip in
early 1986,comparedwith about
$3 per chip for 256k-bit dynamic
RAMs. Most experts expect the
economiccrossoverpoint, when
memory implemented with
lM-bit chips costsabout the same
as that implemented with 256kbit chips, to occur next year. In
addition, use of the lM-bit parts
would have required that we modify the Rampage! board's chipselect and address-multiplexing
circuits from AST's original design. We wanted to avoid modifying the circuit if possible to reduce the number of variables
introduced into the design by our
SMT conversion.
With DIPs eliminated, we still
had several choicesfor memory
packaging:PLCCs (plastic leaded
chip carriers), ZIPs (zig-zag inline packages),and SIMMs (single in-line memory modules).
However, a quick analysis showed
that covering one entire surface
of our short card with PLCCs
(leaving no room for the control
circuitry) would still not effect the
ZM-byte capacity we wanted.
Some SMT manufaeturing processesallow you to mount components on both sides of your pc
board, so we could have put
PLCC RAMs and control-circuit
componentson both sides of our
project board. However, a Z-sided
manufacturing process is more
thantwice as complexas the process for single-sidedassemblybe-

cause you must attach the "botwith the SIMMs from other ventom"-mounted SMDs to the pc
dors.
board with epoxy glue and then
Table I showsTI's comparisons
cure the glue before soldering.
of board usage and hole requireThe Z-sidedprocessalso requires
ments for DIP-, PLCC-, and SIPtwo soldering steps: one for each
based memory arrays for a 2Mside of the board. We wished to
byte memory. All three solutions
avoid an assembly with compoin the table employ 256k-bit dynentsonboth sidesbecauseof cost
namic-RAM chips. For compactand manufacturing complexity.
ness,SIMMs clearly win over the
other packages. Also note that
In addition, PLCC RAMs
the SIMM solution requires fewer
would not preserve the memory
pluggability of AST's original
holes in the pc board than do the
product. The through-hole Ramother solutions.Although PLCCs
page! allows you to add memory
require no holes for component
in increments of 256k bytes. Almounting, the complexity of routing address and data traces to
though you can readily obtain
socketsfor PLCCs (Ref 1), they
eachdevicedemandsa large numconsumeadditional real estate on
ber of vias.
the pc board (beyond that required by the PLCC being socketed) and cost as much or more
than the memory ICs we intended
to use.Without sockets,we would
be forced to build every shortcard version with a full 2M bvtes
of RAM.
ZIPs represent a very compact
packaging scheme and allow you
to put large amounts of RAM in a
small space. However, ZIPs are
not SMDs; they're through-hole
components, and we were striving for an all-SMD design. In addition, no vendors offered ZIP
socketswhen we made our memory selection,so as with the PLCC
alternative, w€ would lose pluggability if we chose ZIPs. Today,
you can obtain ZIP sockets from
severalcompanies,including Robinson Nugent (New Albany, IN).
AST chose to use ZIP dynamie
RAMs in its Rampage!/Enhanced Photoby Bill Farrell,the Photoworks
Graphics Adapter combo board
This example points out a fallafor PC/AT-classcomputers.
cy about SMT. SMT does not
eliminate the need for holes in pc
Themostcompactform of memory
boards except for extremely simple, l-layer circuits. For dense,
SIMMs incorporate several
PLCCs on a small daughter card.
multilayer designs, you'll need as
Many vendors, including Texas
many vias on your SMT board as
you would for through-hole
Instruments, offer interchangeable 256kx9-bit SIMMs. TI calls
boards;indeed you quite possibly
its modules SIPs instead of
will need more because you can
no longer rely on holes for compoSIMMs to avoid trademark problems with Wang Laboratories
nent pins to act as vias.
(Lowell, MA), the originator of
TI's 256kx9-bit SIP costs
the concept. However TI's SIPs
about 12 times more than an indiare pin- and function-compatible
vidual 256k-bit dynamic-RAM

You'llhaveto weigh
the advantages
and
disadvantages
of several packaging
alternativeswhenyou designan SMTboard.
PLCCpackages(on
the left) giveyou the
maximumdevice
densityfor parts
having20 or more
leads.SOICpackages(on the right)
providebetterdensity for 14- through
18-leaddevicesand
are easierto route
around.

chip: That's about 337omore than
the cost of the nine PLCCs it
incorporates.TI quotes a price of
about $2.75(10,000)for the 256kbit TMS4256GMLPLCC dynamic
RAM and about $33(1000)for the
TM4256GU9SIP we used in our
project. The epoxy daughter
board, on-board bypass capacitors, assembly,and testing account for the additionalcost of the
SIP. However, this part-cost differential (betweenone SIP and
nine PLCCs) can quickly disappear when you consideryour incidental costs for receiving, inspecting,storing, inventorying,
assembling, socketing, and testing nine times as many DIPs or
PLCCs.
One advantage SIMMs enjoy
over DIP memories is improved
pluggability. If you want to plug a
256kx8-bit-wide memory bank
with parity into your board using
DIP parts, you push nine memory
chips into their sockets. Frequently, you bend a pin on at least
one of the RAMs during installation. A SIMM allowsyou to quickly install 256k bytes of memory
by snapping one module into a
socketwithout the possibility of a
bent pin. Becausethe Rampage!

TABLEI-COMPARISONOF MEMORY
FORA 2M.BYTE
PACKAGING
ESTIMATES
MEMORY
ARRAY(8 B|TSPLUSPARITY)
RAMs
USING256k-BlTDYNAMIC

NOTE:THE EDN PROJECTBOARD REQUIRED8.9 SQ lN. FOR ITS
2M.BYTERAM ARRAY

rS)
60 URCE: TEXAS/wSTRUMEN

memory consistsof eight banks of
256k bytes plus a parity bit,
Texas Instruments' TM4256GU9
256kx9-bit SIP represents an
ideal match to the memory architecture of our SMT project board.
We selectedSIMM packaging
as the only alternative that would
allow us to fit 2M bytes of memory on one side of a short card and
still leave room for the large
amount of control circuitry incorporated in the Rampage!design.
As a bonus, the SIMM modules
greatly simplified the layout and
routing of the memory array, allowing us to rapidly completethat
portion of our design. During
1986and early 1987,severalven-
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dors introduced products using
these memory modules.Among
these products are the recently
introducedMacintoshII and Macintosh SE from Apple and Models
30,50, and 60 PersonalSystem/2
computersfrom IBM.
Oncewe had selectedSIMMs as
our memory package,we needed
a socket for the devices.Molex
offers vertical and low-profile versionsof its SIMM socketsin both
single- and dual-row formats. If
you have enough clearanceabove
your board, vertical SIMM sockets provide the greatest memory
density becauseyou can place
them on the board in rows spaced
at 0.3-in. intervals. If your system design can't accommodate
the height of a vertically mounted
SIMM, you can, at the expenseof
board real estate, chooselow-profile socketsthat hold the SIMMs
at an acute angle to the pc board.
The Molex low-profile SIMM
sockets require 0.5-in. spacing
betweenrows. We planned to lay
out the board using low-profrle
SIMM socketsand to reserve the
vertical socketsas a contingency.
The standardMolex socketsare
through-hole components. We
tried to obtain some surface-

I

mountableSIMM socketsthat the
companywas planning to build for
another customer, but we ultimately switched back to the
through-hole versions because
the deal for the surface-mountable socketsfell through. Had this
happened earlier, we might have
chosen to make our conversion
task a lot easier by using more
through-hole componentson our
board. But we switched to
through-hole SIMM sockets at
the last minute and pursued an
all-SMD board design to the bitter end.
With plans for our board's
memory sectionmade, we turned
our attention to the control circuitry. The Rampage!uses block
switching to cram its 2M bytes of
memory into the sub-lM-byte
RAM address space available in
the IBM PC. The block-switching
control circuits on the board incorporate some pretty standard
SSI and MSI devicesfrom TI's
74LS family plus three PLDs, two
bipolar PROMs,a 2kx8-bit static
RAM, and other assorted active
and passivecomponents.
Becauseof what we learned in
our design class, we wanted to
use as many SOIC packages as
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Figl-We usedseverallGpackages
on
ourSMTboard,including14-,16-,
2O-,and 24-lead
(a,b, c, and
SOlCs
d), and20- and28(e and
leadPLCCs

28-LEAD PLCC
0.245 SO rN.

f). Althoughthe
PLCCpackagerequireslesspc-board
real estatefor lCs
with 20 or more
leads,the 20- and

24-leadSOICpackagesremainpopular
because
theyblock
fewerroutingchannelson the board.

possible. SOICs require less pcboard real estate than do PLCCs
for devices with fewer than 20
leads(Fig l). Note that the smallest PLCC has 20 leads. In addition, PLCCs block more routing
channelson the pc board because
they sprout leads on all four sides
of the package, which accounts
for the popularity of 20- and 24lead SOICs even though they require more real estate than
PLCCs.
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As a first cut in solving our SSI
and MSI logic requirements, we
turned to the 1984Texas Instruments TTL Data Book to find the
74LS deviceswe needed.We were
stopped cold. That catalog shows
no SOIC packagesin its mechanical-packaging section, and we
concludedthat the only SMDs TI
offered in its extensiveand widely used 7400Series logic families
camepackagedin PLCCs.
That conclusion was one of
many incorrect onesthat we made
during the project becauseof inadequateSMD literature. At the
same time we started the search
for these components,we spoke
to Dr CharlesHutchins, who runs
TI's surface-mount laboratory
and SIP production facility. Dr
Hutchins suggested we look in
the company'smost recent pricing guide, in which we found all of
the 74LS SOICs we needed for
the project.
This anecdote illustrates the
rapid change taking place in the
SMD market. Yesterday'savailability guides are almost useless.
If you don't see what you need,
ask for it. Chancesare good the

memA single-in-line
ory modul e(S IMM)
letsyou packa lot of
memoryon a pc
board.Thi s
256kx9-bit device
from TexasInstrumentsincorporates
ni ne256k-bi tdynami cR A MspackThe
agedin PLCCS.
moduleis restingin
a MolexSIMMsocket
but has not been
snappedinto place.

product you seek may now be
available, and the marketing literature announcing that fact just
hasn't hit the streets yet. Conversely, if you do see what you
want, check to make certain you
can still buy the part. Even
though SMT is just starting to
becomepopular, it is not immune
to the same rapid part obsolescenceyou see in other sectors of
the electronicsindustry.
We made an exception to our
SOIC preference for programmable parts; we did not want
PROMs or PLDs packaged as
SOICs.The slenderleadsemanating from the SOIC bodies appeared far too fragile to withstand much handling during
device programming. The concern about fragility overrode our
desire for minimum device size
and easy routability.
All three of the PLDs (a 16L8,
a 20U8, and a Signetics 82S153)
and one of the two PROMs we
needed (the MMI 63S881)were
available in PLCC packages.
However, Signeticspackagedthe
82S135,the other PROM on our
board, only as an SOIC, and we
reluctantly decidedto use the device in that package. But about
one month later, a cache of
82S135sin PLCCs arrived from
the company,and we switched to
the PLCC version before completing our final pc-boardlayout.
It seemswe weren't alone in our
distrust of the SOIC packagefor
programmableparts, and Signetics met the market's demand.
Burningprogrammable
SMDs
Once we located all the programmable deviceswe neededin
PLCC packages,we had to figure
out how to program them. Because SMT has not yet become
well entrenched throughout the
industry, few device programmers on engineering benchesincorporate PLCC programming
sockets, although new programmers often include such sockets
(Ref 2). We had three options:We
could borrow a new programmer
with the appropriate SMD sock-

ets from a device-programmer
manufacturer, we could borrow
an SMD adapter for the Data I/O
Model 29 programmer available
to us, or we could make or build
adapter sockets to convert the
Data I/O programmer's DIP sockets into PLCC s6ckets.
Fortunately, Emulation Technology foresaw this problem long
before we encountered it and offers a line of PLCC-Io-DIP and
LCC-to-DIP Adapt-A-Socketsfor
just this dilemma. We needed
three adapters for our 20- and
28-leadPLCCs. All the Z0-lead
devices on our project board use
the same adapter. The mapping
betweenpins and leadswhen eonverting from a 20-pin DIP to a
2Olead PLCC is quite simple: pin
1 to lead 1, pin 2 to lead 2, and so
on through pin 20 to lead 20.
Because our two Z8-lead devices contain silicon dies originally packaged in 24-pin DIPs, the
two vendorsof those devicesused
their discretion to make the pinto-lead mapping of our Z8-lead
PLCCs inconsistent. We needed
different 2S-lead adapters for
each device. In fact, IC vendors
have so much leeway with these
24-pin to 2S-leadconversionsthat
Emulation Technologyoffers nine
different adapters for 2S-lead
PLCCs. The 20-lead Adapt-ASocketscost $89, and the Z8Jead
versionscost $97.
One MSI deviceremainedto be
convertedto an SMD: a 25LS2539
dual one-of-fourdecoder. AMD's
catalog did not list an SMD version of this proprietary part. A
quick phone call confirmed that
plight, although the company
does package the part in the
older-style, military flat pack that
we could adapt to our needs if
necessary.We sought a substitute
componentand turned up a viable
alternative: a Fairehild 74F539in
a 2O-lead SOIC package. The
74F539maintains pin and function compatibility with the
25LS2539, and it has a faster
speedrating.
Next, we neededto find a surface-mountableZkx8-bit, 35-nsec

static RAM. Our sample AST
Rampage! uses Toshiba TMM2018D-35s,but a check with the
company established that the
part did not exist as an SMD.
Although we checked with many
static-RAM vendors and found
some that offered static-RAM
SMDs, no one we contacted offered static RAMs in a surfacemount package at the speed rating we needed.
We abandonedthe search for a
fast, static, surface-mount RAM
and obtained several of the
Toshiba DIP parts. We planned
on using surface-mountable DIP
sockets on the project board to
hold the devices, thus maintaining an all-SMT board. When it
was almost too late in our design
cycle,we discoveredthat Cypress
Semiconductoroffered its 3S-nsec

CY7CL28CMOS static RAM in a
Z4-leadSOIC package, although
our Cypress catalog didn't indicate that fact. We quickly
changed our design to use that
part instead of the DIP static
RAMs.
A 100-nsec, 5-tap, buffered
delay line remained as the last
active device that we needed to
convert to an SMD. We selecteda
monolithic, semiconduetorproduct to replace the through-hole,
hybrid delay line: a Dallas Semiconductor DS1000silicon delay
line. The company had converted
the part's original S-pin DIP
packageinto an SMD by bending
its pins into a gull-wing shape,
producing a large, pseudo-SOlC
package that was still smaller

The GADinstructors
for the customertrainingworkshopat
Cadnetixnot only
taughtus the fundamentalsof operating
the CADsystemwe
usedto designour
SMTboard,theyalso
servedas essential
gui desduri ngthe
project.Shownfrom
rightto left: Phyllis
Dahlstrom,Dick
Crist,Tom Floodeen
(at the keyboard),
RogerArens,Art
Lindsay,JohnAnderson, DanVelando
(insertingthe tape
reel),MorganJenni ngs,and H an k
Heimink.

than the hybrid, SMD delay lines
available at the time. Flaring the
pins on a through-hole component
is a technique you can use if you
can't acquire an SMD version of
the part.
Passivecomponents
are easiel
now
had
We
all of the active
devicesconverted to SMD equivalents, leaving only a few passive
devicesto transform. For resistors, we could choose from individual discrete components,a variety of SMD resistor networks,
or through-hole SIP resistor networks. All three of these package
styles are extremely compact,but
because we were attempting an
all-SMD design, we immediately
discarded the SlP-resistor alternative. The experience we gained
from this project would prevent

Youcan obtainSIMM
socketsin both vertical and low-profile
versionsfrom Molex.
The low-profilesockets anglethe SIMM,
requiringlessclearanceabovethe pc
board.The vertical
socketsrequireless
pc-boardreal estate.

us from making a similar decision
so quickly in our next design.
At the time we were choosinga
resistor-packaging scheme, manufacturers of resistor-network
SMDs had not developed any
packaging standards, and our
choiceswere limited, though the
situation today has greatly improved (Ref 3). Conversely, many
vendors offered discrete-resistor
SMDs in several package sizes
that were standardized acrossthe
industry. Although discrete chip
resistors consume the most real
estate of the three resistor alternatives, we selectedthem because
of their ready availability and becauseof the design flexibility they
gave us. We choseL206chip resistors because they can be placed

on a pc board every 0.100in. The
L206 designation'signifies that
the componentmeasuresapproximately 120x 60 mils. The 0. 100-in.
placement pitch matched the pin
spacingon our SIP memory sockets and simplified our layout.
We made a mistake when specifying our chip resistors by ordering a bag (loose, bulk package)of
resistors with the values marked
on the component bodies. Becauseof the small size of the 1206
components, you often cannot
read the markings without the
aid of a magnifrer. If you want to
use marked components,be sure
to specify tape-and-reel bulk
packaging.Loose,baggedcomponents suchas resistors and capacitors are usually loaded into a
vibratory feeder in the onsertion
machine. On the average, about
half of the componentsplacedon a
board from a vibratory feeder go
onto the board "upside down."
Although that orientation works
frne electrically, you won't be able
to read the markings because
they're face down on the board.
If you can't read the markings,
becausethey are too small or are
face down, you shouldn't pay the
component vendor for the extra
step of marking the components.
When you specify tape-and-reel
bulk packaging, you control the
orientation of the components
during onsertion, and all of the
markings will be face up. We recommend you label all of the components using component designators on your pc board's
silk-screen and leave the markings off the passive chip components. That approach will also
cost you less money because
loose-bulk packaging is less expensive than tape-and-reel and
because unmarked components
cost less than marked ones.
The only capacitors our design
required were bypass capacitors,
and we relied heavily on the advice of John Maxwell, a new-product development manager for
AVX. John recommendedthat we
use a multilayer ceramic (MLC)
chip capacitor as a high-frequen-

We found a line of pin headers
made by Burndy but had trouble
obtaining the 2x4-pin version.
However,the companywas manufacturing the?x 10-pinmember of
the family, so we used that part
instead. A quick swipe with a
jeweler's saw (a fate often suffered by through-holepin headers
as well) reducedthe componentto
the size we required. The disadvantage of sawing SMD headers
is that you lose one of the two
locating/mountingposts. Because
the leads on SMD headers and
connectors are bent flat for surface mounting and do not penetrate the pc board, they do not act
as locating pins. Most manufacturers incorporate plastic mounting postsinto those parts. We had
no assemblyproblems becauseof

cy, power-supplybypass at each
IC and that we should not use
bulk-bypassingtantalum capacitors at all. He claimedthat SMD
tantalum capacitorstended to fail
during reflow soldering because
of their construction and that
proper bypassingtechniqueswith
MLC capacitorsmade the tantalum capacitorsunnecessary.
Basedon that recommendation,
we decidedto use a0.22-p'FMLC
chip capacitorto bypass every IC
on our board, and we eliminated
the two 22-p"Ftantalum capacitors from AST's parts list. That
approachgave us more than 6 pF
of capacitancedistributed over
the pc board and more than 22 p"F
of capacitancewhen all eight SIPs
are plugged into their sockets.
Switchesand headersare ditferent
Only three components remained to convert: two DIP
switchesand a Z-rowx4-pin header. We ran into a problem when
we searched for the SMD
switches. Several manufacturers
of conventional,through-holeDIP
switches we contacted told us
that not only did they not make
SMD versionsof their parts, they
didn't think suchdevicescouldyet
be built to withstand SMT's refl ow-solderingprocesses.
We were almost to the point of
using DIP switches plugged into
surface-mountableDIP sockets
when we contacted Augat Alcoswitch. That companynot only
made the 4- and S-switch SMDs
we needed,it had a track record
of the parts' use at Storage Technology Corp (Louisville, CO), a
manufacturer of peripherals for
mainframe computers, and a research report detailing the
switches' ability to withstand reflow soldering written by Contech Research(Attleboro, MA).
Both sourcesindicated that the
Augat Alcoswitch ADF Series
SMD switches survived IR and
vapor-phase reflow soldering
with no problems.Our experience
with these switchesalsoindicates
that they withstand reflow soldering well.

Formoreinformation
...

Augat Alcoswitch
1551OsgoodSt
North Andover, MA 01845
(6rD 68543?r

Dallas Semiconductor Corp
4350 Beltwood Parkway
Dallas.TX752M
(2r4) 450-0400

AVX Corp
Box 867
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
(803)44&941r

Emulation Technology Inc
4E lves Terrace
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
(4r5) 960-0652

Burndy Corp
Richards Ave
Norwalk, CT 06856
(203) 8ffi4444

Fairchild Semiconductor
Digital Unit
333 Western Ave
South Portland, ME 04106
(207) 775-8700

Cadnetix Corp
575? Central Ave
Boulder, CO 8030f
(303) 444-8075

Cypress Semiconductor Corp
390f N First St
San Jose, CA 95f34
(408) 943-2600

D Brown Associates
Box 43
Warrington, PA f89?6
(215)34-0123
Dale Electronics Inc
Box 74
Norfolk, NE 68?0f
(402)37r-0080

Molex
222 Wellington Ct
Lisle, IL 60532
(312)9694550
Monolithic Memories Inc
2175Mission College Blvd
Santa Clara, CA 95054
(408)970-9700

Signetics Corp
Box 3409
Sunnyvale, CA 94088
(408) 99r-2000

Texas Instruments Inc
Box 1440
Houston, TX7872l
(800) 232-3200

the missing mounting post on the
header.
SMD connectors,headers, and
switches don't save space like
other surface-mountablecomponents. In fact, you may have to
allow extra real estate for these
part types. We discovered that
SMD versions of these components require more real estate
than do their through-holeequivalents.
For a switch, which a person
must activateusing a pen or other
convenienttool, a size reduction
would make the part even more
difficult to actuate. The SMD pin
header acceptsstandard shorting
blocks designed for through-hole
headers so it cannot be miniaturized. Connectors must often

FOR
TABLEz_COMPONENT
SOURCES
EDN'sSMT PROJECIBOARD
PRODUC"TS
SUPPLIED

VENDOR
AVXCORP
AUGATALCO$^/ITCH
BURNDY
CORP
CYPRESS
SEMICONDUCTOR
DALEELECTRONICS
INC
DALLAS
SEMICONDUrc)R
CORP
FAIRCHILD
SEMICONDUCTOR
MOLEX
MONOLITHIC
MEMORIES
INC
SIGNETICS
CORP
INC
TEXASINSTRUMENTS

MLC CHIP CAPACITORS
SMD SWITCHES
PIN HEADERS
STATrc RAM
CHIP RESISTORS
SILICONDELAYLINE
FASTD|G|TALLOGIC
SIMM SOCKETS
PROMs
PROMS,FPLAS
DIGITALLOG]C, PALS,
DYNAMIC.RAMMODULES

mate to existing cables, so their
dimensionsare usually fixed as
well. Also, SMD leadsflare out to
present a wide, flat surface for
soldering and require additional
area on the pc board when compared to through-hole pins that
zip straight down into the pc
board.
We had selected (but not received) all of the components for
the project. A complete list of
manufacturers appears in Table
2. Now we could answerthe question of the project's feasibility.
Drawing AST's short-card board
outline on a pad of paper, we
placed the memory sockets on
part of the board and laid appropriately sizedchips in the controlcircuit section. The board certain-

ly looked as if it could be built,
and a little pushing and shoving
on the componentsindicated to us
that we should have no problem
frtting everything we planned
onto one side of the board. That
conclusionalmost turned out to
be true.
As a frnal step in preparation
for designing our board, we attended a Cadnetix customertraining workshop on pc-board
designusing CAD tools. The company provides this week-long
class to all purchasers of its CAD
workstations. This class augmented our SMT design class by
instructing us in the techniques
we would use to create the pad,
shape, and component libraries
we neededfor our design. In addition, we learned how to draw
schematics,createboard outlines,
perform component layouts, and
route the board using manual
techniques, the autorouter, and
the Cadnetix route engine. With
the componentsselectedand the
proper training, we were frnally
ready to design our board. EDil
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